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To meet this need, Enterprise
for Youth works to empower young
people to discover and prepare
for career opportunities. Youth
cultivate their individual interests
and potential through job-readiness
training in English or Spanish, paid
internships with college credit,
and ongoing career development
and networking. The organization
prepares and supports youth in
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With the help of PropelNext, Enterprise for

for Youth is looking to deepen and expand
its internship program so that San Francisco
youth are prepared to meet that need. As
Calegari said, “We believe in the power
of work-based learning so much that we
not only want to expand the employment
opportunities to more fields and more youth,
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programs. With a greater level of sophistication
in collecting and evaluating data, Enterprise for
Youth has been able to better understand their
target population and the appropriate amount of
programming for the greatest impact.

PropelNext is a program of the Edna McConnell Clark Foundation that helps promising
nonprofits convert their passion for serving disadvantaged youth into data-driven
insights and practices that increase their impact on young people’s lives. This is a look
into Enterprise for Youth, a PropelNext grantee in their Northern California 2021 cohort,
and the organization’s experience thus far in the program. The William & Flora Hewlett
Foundation is the co-investor for Enterprise for Youth.

